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« As far as the laws of mathematics refer to 
reality, they are not certain; and as far as they 

are certain, they do not refer to reality » 
 

Albert Einstein 
 



outline 

! Context 
! State of the art in Determinist dosimetry 
! Challenge of the variability 
! State of the art in Stochastic dosimetry 



Wireless communication in 2020 (1) 

!  9 billion mobile subscriptions cellular 
phone  user expected in 2019  (today 7 
billion) 

!  15.9 exabytes (1018) for the mobile data 
traffic per month by 2018. 

… 

Increasing traffic 



Wireless communication in 2020 (2) 

!  8 billion mobile broadband subscriptions  
expected by 2019 (today 2 billion)  

!  26 billion devices on the Internet of 
Things by 2020 

… 

Human and 
Machine  
Always connected 

!  E.g.  Deployment of 35 Millions of electricity smart 
meters in France by 2020. 

!  Home, health, cars 



EMF Risk and Risk perception 

!  Health Risk assessment 

!  Protection limits exist and below these limits no 
sanitary risk has been proven to date even if 
questions exist.  

!  Risk perception 

!  75% of people interviewed in 2006 (Eurobarometer) 
through that EMF emissions (from handset or base 
station)  were affecting their health to some or large 
extend. In 2010  the number of mobile phone user 
was large but the risk perception is about the same 
(70%). 

!  Human senses do not feel the electromagnetic 
waves. The usual process of learning are not 
suitable. 



A risk perception sustainably 
installed 

We do not know. Some scientists say 
that there are effects but others claim the 

contrary.: ≈ 30% 
 

This is a health hazard  ≈ 25% 
 

No evidence of an effect on health, but 
we lack hindsight  ≈ 25% 

 
This is no health hazard  ≤ 10% 

 
No opinion 

mobile 

Base station 

" A risk perception sustainably installed 
" No significant differences between 
mobiles and base stations in spite of the 

different exposures induced. 
TNS SOFRES In France 

2006-2010 



Global Exposure   
Present standards are dedicated to 
compliance tests that are considering the 
devices and the access points separatly.  
 The efficient management of the 

day-to-day exposure, requests to 
consider conjointly the uplink 
and downlink, as well as the 

versatile uses of wireless systems 

UL DL 



●  Because of a pervasive wireless device 
use, the RF exposure assessment is 
important in order to 
 
-  Check the compliance of devices, put on 
the market or put into service, to existing safety 
limits  

-  Contribute to the biomedical and 
epidemiological studies and take into account 
the evolving technologies 

-  Estimate the real RF exposure and 
respond to the general public risk perception,  
that exist despite the intensive use of wireless 
devices 

 

 

Human exposure management and 
monitoring 

LEXNET WHIST EMF Day Paris 2013 8 

Basic restrictions Public Workers

Whole body SAR 
(W/kg)

0.08 0.4

Local SAR (W/kg)
Head - Trunk

2 10

Local SAR (W/kg)
Limbs 4 20



Human RF Exposure Assessment  

!  Specific Absorption Rate (SAR) 
 
 
 
 

!  Incident Electric field as a « proxy » 
 
!  The absorption depends on  

!  Shape 
!  Tissues 
!  Frequency 

SAR = W (v)
M (v)

SAR definition:   
Consider a volume V (e.g. the 
head), SAR is defined as the 
ratio of the RF power 
absorbed by the tissues inside 
the volume V and the mass of 
these tissues  

SAR  and E field in tissues: 
Le power absorbed by tissues is 
linked to RF power deposition 

   

Tissues are  
heterogeneous and  dispersive 

The whole boday SAR 
assessment is linlked to the 
incident E field 



Large efforts dedicated to dosimetry 
since 20 years 

!  Experimentally. Probe, liquids, phantoms and 
protocols have been developed and implemented in 
standards 

!  Numerically: with HPC, GPU,.. simulations that can 
be achieved are larger and larger, faster and faster  

Whist lab & Orange  today 



SAR assessment using FDTD 
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FDTD (Finite Difference in Time Domain) 
is nowadays intensively used 

 
 
 

-  Orthogonal grid 
-  Yee cell and leap frog approach 
-  Explicit formulation, no matrix innversion  
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Example of  application:  
 Whole Body SAR vs frequency 



International efforts and cooperation 
to develop models usable by FDTD 

Adult, Child, Fetus, 
Young Child, Pregnant 

Woman... 

Relative SAR in children and Adult brain tissues
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Example of  application:  
Analysis of RF exposure in the head tissues of children 
and adults   J. Wiart, A Hadjem, M F Wong and I Bloch, 

Phys. Med. Biol. 53 (2008) 3681–3695 

!

A comprehensive tool for image-
based generation of fetus and 
pregnant women mesh models for 
numerical dosimetry studies S 
Dahdouh, N Varsier, A Serrurier, JP 
De la Plata, J Anquez, ED Angelini, J 
Wiart, I Bloch Phys med biol 59 (16), 
4583   

Example of  model devlopment 



Hybridation of measurement and FDTD 

The field radiated by a source can be 
expanded over spherical waves (that are an 
orthogonal base as the plane waves are) 

Huygens 
Box 

FDTD domain 

Exposure induced 
by the femto Pattern antenna of the 

« femto » 

Huygens box based on equivalent principle  
Example of  application:  



Effort to asses the real exposure 
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 GSM$900
GSM$1800
UMTS $2100
LTE $2600

- 2G Voice circuit 
- 3G Voice circuit and Data 
- 4G Data 

Exposure vs Voice circuit and Data 
VC : Exposure is linked to duraction and power emitted 
Data: Exposure is linked to data rate, amount or data and 
power emitted 
 

Influence of technology 
and network architecture 

on global exposure 



Today exposure is facing variability 

Cellular network evolve  
GSM, GPRS EDGE, 3G 3G+, LTE, 5G… 

The usual deterministic approach is not appropriate to 
treat such variability and the worst case approch are less 

and less usable 



e.g. Variable Morphology 

Variation within the 
same age 

 
Variation with age 

Skin thickness (mm) vs age
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2 - 3 y.o 11- 13 y.o Adult

The first challenge has 
been to get information 



Overview of parameters influencing the 
exposure 

!  User dependance 
!  Morphology, posture, age… 
!  Usage (Voice/data/internet) and duration of use 
!  location of the source… 

!  Network dependance 
!  Network frequency managment,  
!  Network power management (handover 
!  Architrecture (density..) 

!  System dependance 
!  Design, maximum power, frequencies… 

!  Usage dependance 
!  Voice/data/internet, relative location of the source… 

!  … 
 



Complexity, uncertainty, variability: Time 
to move to stochastic  

Multiple networks and technologies 
Versatile use of wireless communication 
 

As far as the laws of mathematics refer to 
reality, they are not certain; and as far as they 
are certain, they do not refer to reality.  
 

Albert Einstein 



Challenge of the « Down-link » exposure 

1) In situ measurement ( e.g. Anfr Carto radio) 

2) Simulation using ray tracing .... 

 
 - the uncertainty is reduce to 
the measurement protocole  
 
 
 
 
 
- How interpolate the 
measurements   

-  How manage large 
computational domain  

-  How handle the uncertainty of 
the data base and antenna 
description 



Kriging 

Kriging (also known as Gaussian 
process regression or Best Linear 
Unbiased Prediction), is a method 
to build an approximation of a 
function from a set of evaluations of 
the function at a finite set of points.  

interpolation by kriging,  
with confidence intervals.  

Developed Georges Matheron (Ecole des Mines, Fr) 
based on the Master's thesis of Danie G. Krige (SA) 



Ordinary and simple kriging 

At value spatially located at xi  of the random variable  Zi Ẑ = λiZi
i
∑

m unknown => ordinary 
m known=> simple 

simple kriging with m=0 



Example of application  
 

Phd works perfomed by Y Ould Isselmou 
Supervisors : H Vandernackel, W tabbara and J Wiart  

 



Next step 

Curent work with Univ of Milan, ULB and Telecom 
ParisTech (TSI and INFRES)  within anses reastoc 
project. Objective link the parameter governing the 

kriging with urban and antenna density 

Combine Stochastic Geometry with geostat 



From derterministic SAR calculation   
to stochastic SAR assessement 

SAR = f (x1, x2,...xi, xi+1,..xn )

SAR(ω) = f (x1(ω), x2 (ω),..xi (ω),..xn (ω))
where ω ∈Ω withΩ the space of possibility

Stochastic dosimetry started  in the 2000’s 

For a specific person, age, posture, usage, phone….  
At  a given time, the relationship between theses parameters and 

 SAR is determinist 
 SAR=f(sources [design, location, frequency technology..] , body [composition, 

geometry, posture,…]) 

In real word  age, posture, usage, phone…. Can change, evolve 
… 
 

The SAR is dependent  on a large number of variable inputs xi    

Large number of inputs: 
-  dielectric properties of 

tissues  
-  Posture description 
-  Source localisation 

-  … 



Challenges of the stochastic dosimetry 

Vector of input variables 
 

•  User variables 
•  morphology 
•  posture 

• Usage variables 
•  devices 
•  type of service 

•  Network variables 
•  load  
•  type of cells 
•  RAT 

• … 

Low cost surogate model 

Vector of output variables 
 
 )(xy M=

- Whole body  SAR 
- Brain SAR 
- Max Sar over 10g  

• Surrogate model  
•  analytical model 
•  polynomial chaos 
•  gaussian process  
•  kriging  
• … 

Mℜ∈x

FDTD : high cost 

First Challenge:  Characterise 
the input  

Main Challenge: built surrogate model 
with the minimum cost 
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Polynomial Chaos 



Polynomial Chaos 

Y = βk
k
∑ Ψ k (X)

Y =M (X) E(Y 2 )<∞With  
 

Y can be described (wiener 1938) using chaos polynomial expansion 

X : random vector  
Β: decomposition Coefficients 
Ψ : Multidimensionnal polynomial 

See HDR Bruno Sudret    2007 
Chair of Risk, Safety & Uncertainty QuantificationETH Zürich,  

Ψ k
nd (X) =

i=1

n

ΠΨαi

1d (Xi )



Challenge get the coefficient using 
the polynomial basis properties 
 

Calculate the integral using Monte Carlo Method request large number of simulation and 
not suitable for FDTD 
 
 
 
 

Sparse Grids and Smolyak quadrature can be 
used  But the number of calculation is still 
important 
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productx.txt

βk = Y∫ (x)Ψ k (x) fX (x)dx

3 D 4 D 

Ordre 1 7 9 

Ordre 2 25 41 

Ordre 3 69 137 

Ordre 4 177 401 

Ordre 5 441 1105 

Phs  J Silly Carette 
& Variability on the Propagation of a 

Plane Wave Using Stochastic 
Collocation Methods in a Bio 
Electromagnetic Application 

Silly-Carette et al    IEEE MWCL 2009 

Using the polynomial basis properties 



Coefficients assessment using 
Regression 

Ŷ = βkΨ k (X)
k=1

N

∑

Y = Ŷ +ε

Leave one out  to analyse the global accuracy of such model 
 

If the model is not as expected then a new experiment has be added 

Consider a truncature of the chaos 
expansion 

 
 

This is an approximation but the coef can 
be estimated using regression. 



Influence of the phone position 
closed to the head 

θ Φ Δx Δz 

[0 -30°] [-15°+15°] [5 - 30 
mm] 

[-10 
+10mm] 

Uniform 

PC + LOO ! 122 FDTD simulations 

Latin hyper sampling 

!
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Maximum SAR over 10g in the head 

Maximum SAR over 1g in the brain 

Sensitivity analysis 

Phd works perfomed by A Ghanmi 
Supervisors O Picon and J Wiart 



Exposure from reflection on wall 

!  9 inputs  
!  concrete and glass permittivity 
!  height and width of windows 
!  distance between windows 
!  distance between windows 

and edges 
 
 

LHS 
d

Phd works perfomed by P Kersaudy 
Supervisors O Picon, S Mostarshedi , B Sudret and J Wiart 

Deterministic approach 

With PC 
Sensitivity analysis  

!  Physical analysis: observation of the most 
inflent polynomials 

!  Prevalence of some interaction terms 
compared to the corresponding pure order 
terms 



Polynomial Chaos signature:  
 From Statistic to physics  
 

The spectral signature is often used in 
modal approach 

The spectral signature of the 
PC can help to analyse the 

physics  

!  Signature  analysis:  
!  observation of the most inflent 

polynomials 
!  Prevalence of some interaction terms 

compared to the corresponding pure 
order terms 

!  Sensitivity analysis: 
Impact of one parameter 
on the output 



Limit the computationnal effort  

Least Angle Regression LARS 
Sparse LARS truncation gives a significant 

reduction of the requested number of simulations 
  

 

How select relevant polynomials? 

Phd works perfomed by P Kersaudy 
Supervisors O Picon, S Mostarshedi , B Sudret and J Wiart 



Exposure induced by a mobile in the 
pocket: Kidpocket project 

!  Z, θ, Δd, φ. uniformly 
distributed in the respective 
segments 

!   [Z0-122mm, Z0+122mm] 
!   [-90° 60°], 
!  [1 10 mm]  
!   [0 360°] 

Surogate model  based on 
Polynomial Chaos + Lars 

SAR PDF based on surogate model  
and MCM 



Next step : Parsimonious iterative 
experiment for quantile estimation 

1)Quantile estimation  using Gaussian Process Shrunk ( GPS) 
 
- Sequential Design of Computer Experiments for the Assessment of Fetus Exposure to 
Electromagnetic Fields M Jala, C Lévy-Leduc, É Moulines, E Conil, J Wiart Technometrics, 2014 

 

2) Combine polynomial Chaos and Kriging 
Collaboration with ETH 
A new surrogate modeling technique combining Kriging and polynomial chaos expansions–
Application to uncertainty analysis in computational dosimetry P Kersaudy, B Sudret, N Varsier, 
O Picon, J Wiart Journal of Computational Physics 286, 103-117 
- Polynomial-Chaos-based Kriging R Schöbi, B Sudret, J Wiart International Journal for 
Uncertainty Quantification 
 
 
3) Use bootstrap to assess the uncertainty of local polynomial chaos 
prediction 
 



As conclusion 

Out of clutter, find simplicity.  
From discord, find harmony. 
In the middle of difficulty lies opportunity 
 

   Albert Einstein,  
   Trois règles de travail 

 


